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Abstract 

This document describes the initial version of the Hyper360 player technology OmniPlay, with support for 

automatic camera path, multi-viewport viewing and fused (360 and 3D) content.  

This document will be released in month 13 (M13). The updated version of this document will be released 

in month 28 (M28) as deliverable D5.3 “Automatic Camera Path and Player Technology”.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is the first deliverable of the Work Package 5 “Content Consumption”, which deals with the core 

developments with respect to the audience consumption. 

It provides a description of the initial version of the player technology OmniPlay and of the player 

components for several platforms (Desktop PC, Apple iOS, Web Browser and HbbTV). Furthermore, the 

advanced features like user active logging and calculation of overall statistics, multi-viewport viewing and 

the fusion of 360° and 3D content via the integration of the Mentor component are described as well. 

Furthermore, it provides a description of the initial algorithm for the calculation of an automatic camera 

path, for users which prefer a traditional TV-like “lean-back” experience. The algorithm principle is based 

on the calculation of a saliency score for each scene object, taking into account cues from computer vision 

methods for object detection and tracking. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of the Hyper360 project is to introduce a complete solution for the capture, production, 

enhancement, delivery and consumption of an innovative free viewpoint video (FVV) media format to the 

OTT media sectors. Within the project, work package 5 “Content Consumption” bundles all technologies 

developed for the consumption and delivery of this innovative format to multiple platforms.  

In this document, the first software prototypes of two key technologies for content consumption are 

described.  

Specifically, in chapter 2 the initial prototype of the Hyper360 player technology OmniPlay, which serves as 

the backbone of the Hyper360 media playback, is described. It will support all standard functionalities as 

well as innovative functionalities like the automatic camera path, multi-viewport viewing and fusion of 360° 

and 3D content.  

In chapter 3, the initial prototype of the Hyper360 tool AutoCam for automatic camera path generation is 

described. The initial prototype automatically generates a camera path from a 360° video, taking into 

account cues from computer vision based methods like object detection and tracking, as well as rules for 

framing and editing shots. 
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2. PLAYER TECHNOLOGY 

The Hyper360 player technology (OmniPlay) is a suite of players for multiple platforms delivering the 

backbone of the Hyper360 playback by supporting all standard media functionalities (play, pause, seek) as 

well as a number of innovative functionalities based on the free viewpoint media’s characteristics. As an 

example, one such functionality is the integration of the 3D mentor in the scene and the automatic camera 

path. Based on the interest detection techniques used in automatic camera path generation, multi-

viewport coalescing of the 360° will also enable the concurrent viewing of different actions/events within 

the video that would not be possible to be viewed simultaneously. A key element of the Hyper360 playback 

technology is to support multiple platforms and delivery mechanism seamlessly.  

During the first phase of the Player technology development process, the key focus was on delivering and 

demonstrating a set of key enabling features and interaction possibilities to our end users. In television 

productions, 360° is seen as a camera format difficult to work with due to the large number of constraints 

on camera placement, image quality, production flows and post-production. The word “interaction” is also 

defined rather differently in TV terminology, thus the notion of hot-spots and novel interactive viewing 

modalities needed to be introduced as a means to create engaging and compelling viewer experiences that 

do not replace, but rather complement the traditional 2D media composition techniques. Furthermore, 

because of severe limitations on camera movement and perceived distances both in artistic and technical 

terms on a crowded set stationary 360° multi-camera solutions that can cover a large area were also 

developed and supported. 

2.1 PLAYER PROTOTYPING (DESKTOP) 

In order to support agile development and rapid prototyping, the first digital mock-up of the OmniPlayer 

was developed in Adobe Flash allowing preliminary browser-based editing and playback of 360° videos and 

hotspot features by M5 of the project as a means to allow quick feature prototyping. This has led to the 

development and internal publication of a multi-level control description of how video tracks, annotated 

content, meta-data, etc. can be tied together in the form of XML files capturing the flow of interaction and 

player delivery. This XML format (see Appendix) was also used as a first draft specification (by M5) 

pertaining to what features the OmniConnect might need to support. In particular, the set of features 

captured in the document were compiled based on a review of multiple currently available 360° tools on 

the market, such as Fader, Sprawly, Viond, Omnivirt, 3DVista Pro, Wonda VR, and LiquidCinema1. While 

each of these solutions focus on different, often narrowly defined aspects of the creative production and 

editing processes, a specification distilled from these ideas as well as from our own past production 

experiences produced the End-Users can use to initiate their own creative ideas. 

                                                           
1 A more detailed comparison of these tools is presented in the Innovation Management Plan (deliverable 
D1.4) 

https://getfader.com/
http://www.sprawly.co/
https://www.viond.io/
https://www.omnivirt.com/
https://www.3dvista.com/
http://wondavr.com/
https://liquidcinemavr.com/
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Another advantage of using XML from a parallel development point of view was that it can be edited in a 

text editor and new fields can be introduced, thus the OmniPlayer development could be detached from 

other toolset development processes.  While the Flash-based Annotation and accompanying Player version 

is available to the consortium for producing a number of example and demonstration scenes (see Figure 1), 

it was decided early on in a consortium meeting (M5) that Adobe Flash itself is not a forward- looking 

technology in terms of multi-platform support and thus discarded from future effort.  

2.2  XCODE MOBILE PLAYER FOR APPLE DEVICES    

The next step of the Hyper360 player development process focused on an initial prototype for mobile 

platforms, specifically Apple's iOS.  iOS was selected due to its large user base, unified and consistent 

hardware HW) platform and fast-paced feature set support. Apple's forward looking image at the cutting 

edge of technology is also something the Hyper360 consortium plans on leveraging for publicity and 

dissemination. In this development phase our expertise in native iOS development  (XCode) and specific 

optimization possibilities to gain on speed, resolution and responsiveness in the player were also required. 

The iOS OmniPlayer developed was completed by the end of this reporting period (M13) and its first 

publication on TestFlight and subsequently in the App Store is expected in mid-November or early 

December of 2018. The current version is demonstrated in Figure 2. This will also allow the consortium to 

check whether our solutions meet the strict requirements for Apple's Application Review policy. 

 

Figure 1: Example screenshots of the first digital mock-up of the OmniPlayer 
showcasing test footage and results as well as 360 video scenery from RBB and 

Mediaset, respectively 
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Figure 2: Apple player developed in XCODE 

2.3 WEBGL / HTML5 PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 

In order to support Hyper360 Content distribution on Web-based platforms it was decided that the 

preview functionality of the Omniconnect tool will be used as a foundation. The specific player solution is 

based on an open-source 3D library, called ThreeJS2, building upon on WebGL/HTML5 technology. As part 

of these efforts, another Hotspot and Metadata JSON-based description was also introduced3 as an 

alternative technology and additional scene conversion tools were implemented  to ensure that the 

coordinate systems and scales are properly aligned in each player and platform. The WebGL/HTML5 player 

performs the following preliminary macro-actions to setup the environment: 

1. Create a 3D spherical mesh with a given radius to be place in the center of the scene; mapped 

on the inner sphere surface (texture) the 360° video using the default UV mapping. The camera is 

placed in the position (0, 0, 5), so inside the sphere and just a bit back to use OrbitControls to 

rotate freely around the (0, 0, 0) point. In turn the texture will uses the HTML video tag whose 

data source is the source 360° video file.  

 

                                                           
2 https://threejs.org/  
3 Described in HII360_Player_Interface_Specification.doc 

https://threejs.org/
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2. Manage the HTML video tag responsible of the human interaction with the 360° video file in 

term of command execution as play, stop, pause and so on.  (toolbar configurable in demand) 

3. Create, initialize and setting up the Front-End application - standard HTML5 page - that 

embeds the Iframe where to show the annotated 360° video.     

When the HTML5 page is available, the player interacts with the cloud deployment component via REST 

APIs call that physically hosts the Database Management System (DBMS) to retrieve the metadata from the 

Database for the specific 360° video configuration. The collected data will be aggregated into a JSON macro 

structure that will be queried in regular time intervals.The Front-End application is built using React, a 

JavaScript library for building user interfaces. The communication modality (message exchange) between 

the Front-End and the Player is performed via REST (post) calls. 

2.4 VIRTUAL REALITY PLATFORMS (UNITY3D PLAYER) 

To support another platform component of the OmniPlayer and in order to prepare for other future 

platforms in the Extended Reality (XR) domain in a unified manner, we started a parallel track of 

implementation based on the Unity3D engine. In the XR world, currently there are two well-supported and 

generally accepted 3D Engines. Besides Unity3D, UnReal would be a second possibility. The decision to 

support Unity3D over Unreal was based on primarily of the licensing model associated with these products. 

Thus, in parallel to the IOS-specific player development, we also started to work on the 360 Windows-

Desktop playback as a natural extension of the tools initially implemented as part of OmniCapture 

(delivered in M08). In subsequent months, this player was further developed to be able to process and 

display the hotspot and tracking/interaction elements as described in the metadata description files (See 

Appendix).  

The conversion to Unity opened up the possibility to seamlessly support multi-platform experiences. For 

our next planned mobile player, this primarily means an Android release based on the finalized integrated  

Hyper360 Cloud-based delivery, a separate and customized compilation with branded elements of the two 

Hyper360 user partners (MediaSet and RBB) for Virtual Reality platforms such as HTC Vive, Occulus and 

DayDream as per the users’ requirements, and finally a quick migration to macOS (Apple's Unix-based 

Desktop). Eventually, this process will also lead to the re-release of the iOS App store player,and a new 

Desktop Player, focusing all future effort into a unified code-basis where changes and requests can be 

propagated quickly. However, cross-platform development is not an automatic process, thus solutions that 

run and compile in the Unity Editor, often do not run the same way when compiled in the executables for 

each platform. Therefore, material shaders and custom algorithms implemented in vertex- and compute 

shaders will also have platform-related limitations due to various graphics standards and implementation 

levels as well. Figure 3 demonstrates the Hyper360 VR player in the Unity3D development environment. 
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2.5 SMART TV PLATFORMS (HBB TV) 

Smart TV platforms are also a key distribution platform the Hyper360 consortium is focused on. In recent 

times there are lots of commercial announcements and implementations that focus on making 360 videos 

available on these platforms. These include YouTube supporting direct 360 playback on TV sets or LG's main 

video player that can readily recognize this VR formats and play them as such, controlled directly from the 

TV's remote. Other Smart TV platforms (Set-top or built in) run on Android versions that can, in principal 

support WebGL implementations, albeit the performance of TV processors is somewhat limited. Apple has 

its own TV solutions, called Apple TV, which is also a contestant in this domain.  

Of course, none of the above platforms so far were able to offer truly interactive features and user activity 

logging for adaptation. For business reasons, they often do not fully support emerging standards or have 

their own platforms to be pushed. As an example, LG's platform is open to developers including Unity 

support primarily for game development, but NOT for video features. Their native operating system, on the 

other hand, is completely different from other tool sets in the market and does not support WebGL. 

Similarly, Apple's browser implementations have severe feature limitations although Apple TV can be 

readily supported from Unity3D as a solution in Hyper360. Within that complex landscape HbbTV offers an 

alternative solution. 

Presenting 360° content on smart TV devices differs significantly from the way it can be presented on 
tablets and smartphones. We are aiming primarily at HbbTV devices, but the same also holds true for other 
smart TV technologies, such as Fire TV ad Chromecast. One obvious issue is the different type of input 
device. TVs, in general, have no pointer device. There are some specialized exception (like the LG Magic 
Remote), but they are not part of the HbbTV standard and in some cases only suitable for interacting with 
the TV firmware, but not accessible from HbbTV applications.  

Figure 3: OmniPlayer developed for VR devices and cross-platform 
development shown in the Unity3D environment 
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As a result, navigation needs to be adapted to key navigation and is usually limited to six keys (Left / Right / 

Up / Down / Return / Back). For non-interactive 360° content, the mapping is generally straightforward. The 

directional keys map directly to rotations in the corresponding viewing direction, while ‘back’ key brings the 

user back to the previous page, from which the 360° video was called. If the remote control supports them, 

‘trick function’ keys (such as start, stop, pause, FF) can be used as well.  

For interactive 360° applications, there is, in addition to navigating within the 360° video, also the need to 

interact with objects within the video. This requires the support of spatial key navigation in the player. This 

can be achieved by manually specifying a transition matrix between objects (i.e. the application developer 

explicitly describes which object will be selected if U/D/L/R is pressed on the currently object in focus) or by 

using the spatial location of the objects on screen and determining the navigation between objects 

automatically. While the automatic approach sometimes leads to slightly unexpected results, especially for 

objects with vastly different sizes or when objects partly or fully overlap, it is generally the preferred 

approach, as it does not require device-class specific authoring for TVs. 

There are however two things that need to be added for the TV interface, compared to, for example, tablet 

navigation. One is the capability of showing which of the on-screen objects currently has the focus, the 

second is the provision of specific 360° video navigation buttons, neither of them being needed on other 

platforms. Both can be automatically added by the player, but it is desirable to be able to define the ‘look’ 

of these elements in the content editor, so it is consistent with the overall look of the interactive 

application.  

A more fundamental issue than the navigation, however is the lack of capability of current Smart TVs to 

perform coordinate mapping transformation on video content. On tablets and smartphones, 360° content 

is usually rendered on a transformable canvas, in most cases by projecting it on the interior of a WebGL 

sphere, and then presenting a central virtual camera view of the video to the viewer. TV devices in general 

lack support for WebGL (or other advanced rendering capabilities), limiting the device to the playback of 

traditional fixed-format rectangular video.  

To present 360° content on TVs, the original 360° video is pre-rendered for a fixed number of views. For, 

example looking due north (0°), 30 degrees to the left, 60° to the left, 90° to the left and so on, until 

reaching 270° to the left and full circle. While the viewer thus can’t access every possible view (as there, for 

example, is no pre-rendered representation of the 25° view), it is usually sufficient to render the video in 

20° or 30° steps. A common view on a 16:9 screen is a 60° or 72° viewing angle, so that, for example, a 30° 

step allows changing the view of something at the edge of the screen to the middle of the screen in one 

step. The individual views are usually rendered in second or half-second segments, allowing the change of 

the viewing direction at the end of any segment. To avoid the jarring impression of ‘jumping’ from one view 

to the next, segments showing the rotation from any viewing direction to any adjacent viewing direction 

are also rendered in segments of the same length. Going from 20° to 40° means that the current 20° view is 

played to the end of the current second (or half-second), then a video segment of rotating from 20° to 40° 

is shown for the same time, followed by showing the following segments for the 40° view. While it is usually 

expected that the rotation speed on tablets or head-mounted displays closely follows the finger or head 

movements, the user does not expect a specific rotation speed when pressing a key on the remote control, 

so fixed rotation speeds are acceptable for viewers. 

In addition to the views in one horizontal level, usually the views for 30°/60°/90° up and down are pre-

rendered as well, allowing the viewer to look up and down. If an Automatic Camera Path is known at pre-

render time, it is also possible to render a video segment following that path for a better viewing 

experience. 
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As a side-effect of having to pre-render for TV devices, only the part of the video currently shown by the TV 

(in most cases in HD quality) is transferred to the device, unlike the approach for tablets, phones and Head 

Mounted Displays, where the whole 360° source video needs to be transferred and unseen content is only 

disregarded at the end device. As a result, this pre-render approach saves bandwidth on 360° 

transmissions. In the context of Hyper360, it is desirable to separate 360° video playout functionality from 

the interactive layer, allowing the authoring of the application once in the application editor and then using 

different underlying video playout modes, depending on whether the target device is a TV or a smartphone. 

2.6 USER ACTIVITY LOGGING AND STATISTICS FOR ADAPTATION   

The Hyper360 OmniPlayer also focuses on collecting user interaction data to drive the adaptation 

processes.  The player records viewer activity via invisible bounding boxes as a set of objects of interest as 

defined in the metadata structures in the form of a dense set of annotated visual elements. All these 

elements are stored within the program as panels appearing of a given size and Yaw/Pitch/Roll orientation 

and thus in a particular moment of an an interactive session, the player can determine if the user is 

“looking at” an object or not.  This information is stored in a local database as follows: 

Raw Data is logged in every render cycle. Each line stores a time-stamped  set storing viewing direction and 

field of view of the camera. Additional PHP logging for a remote database is also supported allowing the 

system to be configured for remote data capture. 

Panel Exposure Data is triggered when a panel enters the field of view or satisfies certain viewing 

constraints. It is an asynchronous event resulting in a logged line indicating the Panel being looked at, as 

well as contextual information. 

Compound Data is a result of SQL queries formulated to measure certain characteristics of the viewing 

experience. Typically it is this type of information the adaptation mechanisms will take into account. 

Further details on the adaptation process may be found in deliverable D4.1. 

2.7 MENTOR INTEGRATION (UNITY3D PLAYER) 

The Unity3D Windows player was also used to develop the first components of integrating the Mentor into 

the 360° scene. The specific solution takes advantage of the 360° Panoramic rendering plugin capabilities 

we have employed in order to seamlessly integrate any 3D elements with the 360 videos produced. In this 

manner, real-time panoramic projection can be used to generate an equirectangular image representation 

of the scene where the source 360 video appears with the 3D elements being overlaid. This is 

demonstrated in Figure 4 using the 3D animated model of a female character.  

The specific 3D female model was created via photogrammetric methods and manual 3D modeling, prior to 

having access to the new capture tools or data being developed by consortium members. This was 

necessary in order to jump start the development and testing due to the expected performance issues on 

limited HW. Specifically, since graphics cards have limited on-board memory, a 4K 360° video already 

consumes most of the resources. In addition, the high-resolution, dynamically changing human model at 

the required resolution would also require significant allocated resources turning this step into a potential 

computational bottleneck. Therefore to test this bottleneck we developed a complex test example, where 

the OmniCap prototype software was used to control and preview the live images from an Insta360 Pro 

camera together with 36 additional Full HD DSLR cameras.  The technical setup, individual camera views 

and the final 3D reconstructed model are shown in Figure 5.  
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 Having done the 3D surface reconstruction, an additional manual modeling step was required leading to an 

animated character that can be directed in the future. Further details on this process are shown in a video 

available on the web4 while an in-depth discussion photogrammetry may be found in deliverable D3.2. 

 

  

2.8 COALESCED VIDEO 

Another advanced feature of the OmniPlayer is related to real-time rendering. More specifically, a multi-

viewport coalescing of the 360 video was developed to enable the concurrent viewing of different 

actions/events within the video that would not be possible to be viewed simultaneously. This feature was 

implemented using multiple virtual cameras controlled independently and rendering their viewports into 

the memory of the graphics card (Render2Texture), before combining them in a  pixel shader for display in a 

single frame or on multiple monitors as required by the production.  This rendering pipeline relies on the 

same technical solution that was used to insert the 3D model of the Mentor into the scene. In particular, in 

order to compute the equirectangular representation of the scene, the first step is to compute a cube map 

showing 6 different views projected on a cube. This involves six independent cameras pointing at the 

principal directions with a set FOV of 90 degrees each. This is shown at the top of Figure 6 .  If we change 

the principal viewing direction of the individual cameras and their FOV, the final result is a coalesced view 

of the scene as shown at the bottom of Figure 6.  The process can be repeated for any number of cameras, 

as long there is enough memory on the graphics card. 

                                                           

4 https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/D51_OmniPlayer_MentorIntegration_PhotogrammetryTest_DRK.mp4 

 

Figure 4: OmniPlayer module combining 360° videos with a 3D animated Mentor representation in 
real-time and for post-production rendering 

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/D51_OmniPlayer_MentorIntegration_PhotogrammetryTest_DRK.mp4
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Figure 5: Photogrammetric capture to create an animated 3D Mentor model early on in 
development for testing the integration and performance options in the OmniPlayer. 
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Figure 6: Generating views for multi-viewport coalesced videos  
using 6 cameras and Render2Texture technology 
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3. AUTOMATIC CAMERA PATH GENERATOR 

Free viewpoint video (360° video) is typically consumed in an interactive way, by letting the user navigate 

around and choose the viewpoint to look at. However, not all devices support this kind of navigation 

possibility. E.g., older TV sets (prior to Smart TVs) don’t provide any kind of interactive players for 360° 

video. Furthermore, even on devices capable of consuming 360° videos interactively, an user might prefer a 

“lean-back” mode, without the need to navigate around actively in order to explore the content. 

The goal of the automatic camera path generator is therefore to calculate automatically a visually 

interesting camera path from a 360° video, in order to provide a traditional, TV-like consumption 

experience. The calculated camera path is then handed over to the Hyper360 player, so that the user can 

activate the “lean-back” mode whenever they like. 

In order to generate automatically a pleasing and visually interesting camara path, a high-level semantic 

spatio-temporal description of the video is desired. The semantic description of the video, together with 

individual preferences of the user, will then be used as input of the automatic camera path engine. 

The semantic information is typically calculated by fusing information gathered from low-level base 

detectors (“semantic lifting”). These base detectors operate mostly in the visual domain and employ 

computer vision approaches in order to do object detection and tracking, semantic segmentation, action 

recognition, scene and place detection etc. With the advent of deep learning-based algorithms and GPUs, 

the performance and speed of all this classical computer vision tasks has increased dramatically, making the 

usage of these algorithms practical. Of course, even with deep learning approaches, the generated 

semantic information will not be perfectly accurate, and may induce conflicting hypotheses. 

For the initial prototype of the automatic camera path algorithm, we will mainly rely on the detection and 

tracking of all objects (persons, specific types of objects, etc.) which occur in the scene. The knowledge 

about the scene objects, and their movement, allows us to calculate saliency (i.e. “interestingness”) scores 

for all scene objects, from which then the camera path is calculated for a certain shot, by tracking the most 

salient scene object. In the following section 3.1, the developed Yoco algorithm for multi-object detection 

and tracking will be described, along with its key components (YoloV3 object detector [2]  and optical flow 

engine). In section 3.2, the automatic camera path algorithm will be described, which relies heavily on the 

information provided by the Yoco algorithm. Finally, section 3.3 provides an outlook of the planned work 

and potential directions to investigate. 

3.1 YOCO ALGORITHM 

The robust detection and tracking of all objects occurring in the scene is very important for the automatic 

camera path algorithm in order to calculate a pleasing camera path. Therefore, we researched and 

developed the novel Yoco algorithm for this task (Yo for YoloV3 object detector, and co for combined with 

optical flow). 

The Yoco algorithm is inspired by recent real-time capable online multi-object tracking algorithms like the 

work of [1] , which employs a combination of a deep learning based object detector (Faster Region CNN), 

Kalman filters for prediction and simple association techniques. The Yoco algorithm employs more powerful 

components instead, namely the recently introduced YoloV3 object detector [2] and a dense optical flow 

algorithm for prediction of the object movement. In the following, the respective components will be 

described, as well as the Yoco algorithm itself. 
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3.1.1 YOLOV3 OBJECT DETECTOR 
The key components of the Yoco algorithm are an object detector (YoloV3 [2] ) for detecting the objects in 

the scene and verifying the predictions, combined with a dense optical flow algorithm for calculating the 

predicted motion between consecutive frames. 

The YoloV3 object detector algorithm is a state of the art deep learning based object detector, which 

provides a very good compromise between detection capability and runtime. It processes the input image 

in a single phase, in contrast to other popular approaches like Faster-RCNN [5] , which work in two phases 

(generation of region proposals, classification of regions). The algorithm divides the image into a fixed n x n 

grid. To be more precise, it employs three grids (with n = 13, 26, 52) in order to better detect objects at 

multiple scales. For each cell of the grid, it predicts a fixed number of bounding boxes together with their 

confidence scores and class IDs. A custom 53-layer network called Darknet-53 is employed, which is a 

hybrid of the network employed in the authors’ earlier work [2]  and the state of the art ResNet networks 

with skip connections.  

The YoloV3 algorithm is able to detect the 80 classes from the MS COCO (common objects in context) 

dataset5. The class categories have been chosen so that they comprise objects commonly appearing in 

photos, like person, bicycles/ motorbike, car / truck, dog / cat etc. The inference for one image takes ~ 55 

milliseconds on a Geforce GTX 1070 for a receptive field of 608 x 608 pixels. One example output of the 

detector for an image from a 360° video (in equirectangular projection) can be seen in Figure 7. We did 

several experiments with diverse content from 360° video in equirectangular projection, which indicates 

that the detector is quite robust to the distortions in the image due to the projection.  

 

Figure 7: Example output of the YoloV3 object detector 

For our YoloV3 software implementation, the existing open source code provided at github 6 was taken as 

base. The code there has been written originally in Linux and compiled with GCC7, so for porting it to 

Windows and Visual Studio, significant adaptations were necessary. Specifically, a Windows version of the 

PThreads system library, a thread handling library common in most Unix-based OS, had to be compiled, as 

this library is not natively available in Windows. Furthermore, several other Linux or GCC – specific 

                                                           
5 http://cocodataset.org/#download 
6 https://github.com/pjreddie/darknet 
7 https://www.gnu.org/software/gcc/ 
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adaptions and bugfixes in the open source code had to be done. Since the original implementation employs 

only a fixed-size receptive field of quadratic size (e.g. 416 x 416, 608 x 608), an important algorithmic 

extension has been added in order to support adaptive receptive fields. The idea is that the receptive field 

size is adapted dynamically, so that it has roughly the same aspect ratio as the input image. This makes sure 

that the receptive field of the neural network is exploited in an optimal way. For typical 360° video in 

equirectangular projection, this means that the aspect ratio of the receptive field is 2:1 (e.g. 896 x 448 

pixel). 

3.1.2 OPTICAL FLOW ENGINE 
The optical flow problem deals with the calculation of a dense pixel-wise motionfield between two images 

and has many important applications, as in our case the prediction of the object position in the next frame 

(tracking). We employ a GPU implementation of the the TV-L1 algorithm [6] , a classical variational 

algorithm. It formulates the problem in a disparity preserving, spatially continuous way with a L1 norm data 

term and anisotropic TV regularization, employing the Huber Norm [2]  and solving it numerically with a 

projected gradient descent scheme. 

The GPU optical flow implementation is programmed in CUDA8 and runs in realtime for Full HD resolution 

on a decent GPU (like a Geforce GTX 1070). The input images for the optical flow algorithm are 

preprocessed via a structure-texture decomposition in order to be more robust against brightness variation 

(e.g. due to flicker) in the video. 

3.1.3 OVERALL ALGORITHM 
In the following, the overall workflow of the Yoco algorithm for multi-object detection and tracking is 

described briefly. Let 𝐼𝑡−1 and 𝐼𝑡 be two consecutive frames for timepoints t – 1 and t, and 𝑆𝑡−1 be the list 

of already existing scene objects which have been tracked so far until timepoint t – 1.  

The workflow for each frame can be roughly divided into four phases: preprocessing, prediction, matching 

and update. 

• In the preprocessing phase, the optical flow between the frames 𝐼𝑡−1 and 𝐼𝑡 is calculated, which 

gives a dense motion field 𝑀𝑡−1.  Additionally, the object detector is invoked for 𝐼𝑡, yielding a list of 

detected objects 𝐷𝑡.  

 

• In the prediction phase, for all scene objects 𝑆𝑡−1 their motion is predicted in order to calculate 

their predicted position 𝑆𝑡 for timepoint t. The prediction for each object is calculated as the 

average of the motion vectors in 𝑀𝑡−1 for the object bounding box. 

 

• In the matching phase, a matching is done of the predicted scene objects 𝑆𝑡 against the detected 

objects 𝐷𝑡. The matching is done in a globally optimal way with the Hungarian algorithm9, and the 

IOU (intersection-over-union) metric is employed as the matching score. 

 

• In the update phase, all scene objects in 𝑆𝑡 which could not be matched are considered as lost and 

a flag is set to exclude them from further processing. In contrast, all detected objects in 𝐷𝑡 which 

could not be matched are considered as newly appearing and therefore added to the scene objects 

list 𝑆𝑡. No explicit handling of occlusions / disocclusions is done in the current algorithm prototype. 

                                                           
8 https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-zone 
9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungarian_algorithm 
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The overall algorithm has been tested on several challenging videos and shows a good performance on 

them despite its relatively straightforward design. This can be likely attributed due the high quality of the 

underlying components like the state of the art object detector. A challenging scene is shown in Figure 8, 

showing two frames (frame number 250 and 300) of a busy pedestrian area. One can see that individual 

objects in the crowd, like the lady in red (id 571) or the backpack (id 536) are tracked robustly throughout 

all 50 frames. The average runtime of the detector is roughly 105 milliseconds for one Full HD resolution 

frame on a system with a Geforce GTX 1070. 

 

Figure 8:Visualization of the result of the Yoco algorithm for multi-object detection and tracking 
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3.2 AUTOMATIC CAMERA PATH ALGORITHM 

The initial prototype of the automatic camera path generator algorithm works in an iterative fashion, shot 

by shot. Firstly, a shot length is determined for the next shot. The shot length is fluctuating randomly 

around a base value, which has to be set by a user and is typically in the range of two to twelve seconds10.  

After setting the shot length, the Yoco multi-object detector and tracker is invoked in order to detect all 

scene objects and track them through the shot. All scene objects which could not be tracked throughout 

the whole shot are discarded, as we need the whole trajectory path of each object for calculating its 

saliency score. 

In the next step, a global visited map is calculated, which will serve as a tool in order to steer the camera 

path for the current shot towards areas of the 360° video which have not been viewed in the previous 

shots. The visited map for a shot is calculated by iterating over the previously visited viewports in the last 

few shots, projecting them into the image (in equirectangular projection) and accumulating all projected 

viewports.  Each viewport is damped down multiplicatively with a factor lambda, which depends on the 

timepoint of the viewport (viewports with an earlier timepoint are damped down more) and a user-defined 

constant which can be interpreted as a “forget factor”. In Figure 9, the visited maps for three consecutive 

shots are visualised. Black areas are regions which have not been explored yet in recent history, and white 

areas denote regions which have been viewed recently. 

 

Figure 9: Visualisation of the visited map for three consecutive shots. 

For each scene object, now a set of measures is calculated, from which the saliency score for the object will 

be calculated. For each object, we calculate the average rectangle location (x, y) and dimension (width, 

height) of the object. The average is taken over all frames of the current shot. We calculate the average 

motion magnitude of the object within the current shot in the same way. 

Additionally, a novel neighbourhood score is calculated, which gives a rough indication of how “isolated” 

the object is, with respect to other objects in the same frame (of the same object class). It is computed by 

counting for each frame the number of objects of the same class which are within a distance smaller than a 

user-defined constant D, and averaging the values over all frames of the shot. As last measure, a visited 

score is calculated for the object from the overlapping area of the average rectangle of the object and the 

visited map. A visualisation of the calculated measures for each object can be seen in Figure 10. 

After having calculated for each object the set of measure, a saliency score is calculated for each object. 

The score gives an estimation of how “interesting” the specific object is for a human viewer. E.g., persons in 

a scene are usually more interesting than e.g. animals or cars. Furthermore, persons which are moving 

around (e.g., because they are performing a specific action) are usually more interesting than persons 

which are static (e.g., persons sitting in the audience). 

The saliency score for an object is calculated from several cues: 

                                                           
10 https://stephenfollows.com/many-shots-average-movie/ 
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• Object class: Naturally, persons are more interesting (usually) than other object classes like animals 

or cars. Therefore, the saliency score for objects of type “person” is increased. 

 

• Object size: The saliency score for the object is modulated via the objects average bounding box 

size so that larger objects (which are supposedly nearer to the camera) have a higher score. 

 

• Object motion: Moving objects are more interesting, as they might perform some actions, 

compared to static objects (like the audience watching a music concert). Therefore, the saliency 

score is modulated by the average motion magnitude. 

 

• Neighbourhood: We make the assumption that isolated objects (like the musicians in a music 

event) are more important than objects of the same class which are coalescing together (like the 

audience). Therefore, the saliency score for objects with less neighbours is increased. 

 

• Visited score: We employ the visited score to decrease the saliency score of objects which have 

been already viewed in recent history. 

 

After having calculating the saliency score for each object, we determine the focus object as the object with 

the highest saliency score (the “most interesting” one). This is the object we will “track” in the generated 

automatic camera path for this shot. Prior to calculating the viewport information for each timepoint, we 

smooth the object path (the object’s bounding box positions) temporally, in order to generate a smooth 

camera path. 

For each timepoint, we calculate now a viewport where the viewport center is the center of the object’s 

bounding box. For persons which are quite near to the camera (so with a big bounding box), we steer the 

viewport’s center to the upper half of the bounding box in order to avoid cropping the person’s head. The 

viewport has a fixed horizontal field-of-view of 75 degrees, and a 4:3 aspect ratio.  

The sequence of calculated viewports for each timepoint is the calculated camera path for this shot. The 

camera path information will then go into the player, which then renders the path. The result of the 

automatic camera path for a 360° video showing a live music concert is shown in Figure 11. The base shot 

length has been chosen as three seconds, in order to account for the dynamic in the content and generate 

a fast-paced video. 

 

Figure 10: Visualisation of the calculated measures for each scene object. 
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Figure 11: Visualisation of the result of the automatic camera path for a music video( first row).  
Each row shows two frames from the generated  shot (four consecutive shots in total). 
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3.3 OUTLOOK 

Although the initial prototype of the automatic camera path algorithm works well, there is definitely room 

for improvements in several directions. Firstly, more semantic information should be extracted from the 

scene with deep learning methods, in order to understand the video better – which in turn should allow the 

algorithm to generate a more interesting camera path. Especially the information from face (and face 

orientation) detection, person action recognition and from semantic segmentation (detect ground / sky / 

…) could be very valuable. Secondly, the information of the recommendation engine (Work Package 4) 

should provide additional cues for the automatic camera path algorithm, e.g. for adapting the saliency 

score based on the object class. 

More cinematographic techniques and visual grammar rules for editing / framing should be added, in order 

to make the generated video more diverse from an artistic point and consequently more interesting to 

watch. In the current prototype, the field-of-view (FOV) is fixed at 75 degrees, and no zoom, pan or close-

up shots are generated, only tracking shots. These constraints should be relaxed, in order to e.g. be able to 

generate a close-up shot of the face of a person. 

Furthermore, the current prototype of the algorithm relies heavily on the presence of salient objects 

(especially persons) in the 360° video. If no such objects exist in the video (e.g. for a 360° video showing a 

nature scene like an empty beach), an alternative mode should be developed which relies on 

complementary information. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

A description of the current state of the player technology OmniPlay and the player components for several 

platforms (Desktop PC, Apple iOS, Web Browser and HbbTV) has been given. It supports advanced features 

like user active logging and calculation of overall statistics, multi-viewport viewing and the fusion of 360° 

and 3D content via the integration of the Mentor component. 

The initial prototype of an algorithm for the calculation of an automatic camera path (for a traditional TV-

like “lean-back” experience) was described, which is based on the calculation of a saliency score for each 

object appearing in the scene. In the future, the algorithm will take advantage of more semantic 

information (e.g. coming from face detection and semantic segmentation) as well as the information of the 

recommendation engine. Furthermore, more cinematographic techniques and visual grammar rules will be 

added in order to make the generated video more diverse. 
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APPENDIX 

This Appendix describes the Hyper 360 Player flow control capturing the super-set of features derived 

from past production experience and features present in current 360 players on the market. The 

definitions use Extensible Markup Language (XML), that is a metalanguage allowing users to define 

their own customized markup languages in a platform independent manner, and thus ensuring easy 

expandability of the super-set in future releases. It comprises of 3 embedded levels capturing 

<program> control, <content> hotspots and behaviour changing over time, and <callouts> information 

i.e. what to do with hotspots, respectively. 

 

LEVEL1 – MAIN PROGRAM CONTROL (EXECUTION FLOW) 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!-- 

This file describes the track structure of a single Hyper 360 Player session. A program consists of one or 

more <track> entities, each describing a single 360 video track and interaction modalities. 

--> 

 

<program> 

<!-- The optional <policyfile> declares a cross-domain policy file to load. 

There can be any number of <policyfile> declarations. 

--> 

<policyfile>http://url.to/policy/file.xml</policyfile> 

<!-- <track> declares a track in the program responsible for a sequence of Hyper360 Scenes. 

 Optional attributes: 

 length: track length in seconds, but only if <mp4> is not specified (see below), 

      otherwise its value is ignored; 

 controls: 1 if playback controls (play buttons + time slider) should be displayed, 

      0 if not (defaults to 1); 

 streamview: 1 if active view should be streamed to virtual webcam (if available), 

      0 if not (defaults to 0; overrides program attribute). 

 sound3d: 1 if stereo sound should be directionaly weighed, i.e. transformed according 

   to camera stance, 
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      0 if not (defaults to 0; overrides program attribute). 

--> 

<track length="10"> 

<!-- <title> specifies the track title, which appears as a tooltip or lable when the Viewer is lookin at it, 

or moves the cursor over,. It is also used to refer to other tracks in <followedBy> or <choice> elements. 

Optional 'lang' attribute specifies the localized title in the given language. 

--> 

<title lang="_en">Track Title</title> 

<title lang="_de">Language support for other lanuages</title> 

<!-- <icon> it specifies the icon image to display when required *e.g. Menu choices 

--> 

<icon>Hyper360_ico.jpg</icon> 

 

<!-- <video> determines the main video file 

--> 

<video>Hyper360Video1.mp4</video> 

 

<!-- <stillimage> determines the image to be loaded and displayed before the mp4 can start 

playback (i.e., 0th frame of the video) or to be displayed in itself if mp4 is not 

specified. Often used to start a scene with a high resolution 360 image or an animated GIF 

Allowed attributes: 

- type: "plain" (default) or "tiled", if "plain", provide name of image file, 

if "tiled", give path to tile directory. (Used for optimized loading) 

- autoload (only for "tiled" type, defaults to 4): level to load automatically in 

the background, other levels are loaded on demand. 

--> 

<stillimage>ZerothFrame.jpg</stillimage> 

<!-- or --> 

<stillimage type="tiled" autoload="3">ZerothFrame/</stillimage> 

<!-- <flat> is either 1 or 0 (default), specifying the nature of the video or image. --> 
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<flat>1</flat> 

  

<!-- <welcomemsg> Used to pop up an alert window when the track starts or give instructions, etc. 

  The window text is taken from the element text. Valid attributes: 

title: The title of the alert window (defaults to empty string); 

modal: if "1", video playback is stopped until the dialog is closed. 

--> 

<welcomemsg title="Welcome!" modal="1"> 

Welcome to this Hyper360 Experience! 

</welcomemsg> 

 

<!-- <sound> gives the sound file (mp3) to be played independently from video position. 

--> 

<sound>externa_AUDIOTRACKl.mp3</sound> 

 

<!-- <metadata> specifies the hotpost node and camera motion track file to be loaded. 

Defaults to {<title>_base}.xml Possible attributes are: 

hlimage: URL of an image file to show as highlight when a hotspot is 

selected as follow target (optional) 

hlfadetime: number of seconds to display highlight image (defaults to 3) 

--> 

<metadata hlimage="crosshair.gif" hlfadetime="2">metadata.xml</metadata> 

 

<!-- <subtitle> specifies the subtitle file to be used. Defaults to {<title>_base}.sub. 

--> 

<subtitle>subtitle.sub</subtitle> 

<!-- <control> is an alternative of <metadata> and <subtitle>. It specifies an XMLSocket 

on a remote server, to which the Hyper360 player connects when starting the track. 

The XMLSocket can serve live <clicktracks>, <camtrack>, <callout> and <subtitle> information 

to the player as part of the adapation mechanism. The structure of the information is very similar to 
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those found in regular metadata and subtitle files, except there is no timestamp information. Examples: 

<control> 

<subtitle>New subtitle</subtitle> 

<clicktracks> 

<track> 

<scale x="1" y="1"/> 

<label>Hyper360_label01</label> 

<active>1</active> 

</track> 

</clicktracks> 

<callout label="Hyper360_label01" image="Hyper360_ico.jpg"> 

<plaintext>Hyper360 my text</plaintext> 

</callout> 

<camtrack> 

<flatten>1</flatten> 

</camtrack> 

</control> 

All four subelement types are optional (e.g. it is enough to send a subtitle). Clicktracks, 

however must be sent together, even if only one changes. (This is because the unique ID of 

a track is its index, so the order must be preserved.) Callouts may be sent one at a time, 

if an earller callout with the same label is found, it is overwritten. 

The XMLSocket must be able to serve a security policy file upon request, to allow access 

to the port it is listening on. 

--> 

<control>controlhost:controlport</control> 

 

<!-- <timeOffset> determines the time offset of the mp4 file relative to the metadata and 

subtitle files (positive value means start of mp4 is aligned with a positive timestamp 

in these files), in seconds. Defaults to 0. If it is set to the string "auto", the 

offset is determined by the first timestamp received from the stream after connection 
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(useful for live streams). 

--> 

<timeOffset>0</timeOffset> 

 

<!-- <chooser> Determines the Menu type to be used for selecting the next track as a result of user 

interaction in teh scene. Typically evoked at the end of a video. Attribute: 

type: "3d" or "plain" (default); 

at: track time (in seconds) when chooser should be shown, 

or "end" (default); 

Additional attributes for 3D chooser (all optional): 

arrow: default arrow texture; 

avatarShape: default shape of avatars, defaults to 'arrow', possible values: 

circle, arrow, arrowhead, rectangle, triangle, or arbitrary polygon spec; 

avatarColor: default color of avatars, defaults to 0xfce604; 

forwardAngle: ratio of horizontal FOV; if chooser arrows fall in this segment, their 

avatars are displayed on the bottom (or top) instead of the sides; 

yaw, pitch: look in this direction after chooser is created; 

<choice> entries within list the possible choices. Element text gives zero based 

track index or track title, or it can be "next" (next track in program), "self"/"loop" 

(restart current track, unless 'seek' attribute is given), "continue" (continue current 

track, for mid-track choosers only). Possible attributes for choice elements: 

tooltip: tooltip to be displayed (defaults to track title); 

tooltip_<lang>: localized tooltip in language <lang>; 

seek: time within track to jump to (defaults to 0 for "self"/"loop", ignored 

for "continue"); 

angle: the direction in degrees in which the arrow is pointing, 

forward is 0, right is 90, etc. 

arrow, avatarShape and avatarColor: as above 

--> 

 <chooser type="3d" avatarShape="arrowhead" forwardAngle="0.8"> 
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<choice angle="315" arrow="assets/black_arrow.gif" avatarShape="rectangle" 

 avatarColor="0x000000">Kitchen</choice> 

 <choice angle="35" avatarShape="triangle">Living Room</choice> 

<choice angle="250" 

 avatarShape="1,0.25;0.6,0;0.4,0;0,0.25;0,0.75;0.4,1;0.6,1;1,0.75;1,0.5;0.6,0.5,0.6,0.625;0.8,

0.625;0.8,0.75;0.6,0.875;0.4,0.875;0.2,0.75;0.2,0.25;0.4,0.125;0.6,0.125;0.8,0.25" 

 avatarColor="0xff0000">Pool</choice> 

 </chooser> 

  

 <title>Menu</title> <!-- Simple menu implementation inside the player to choose one scene   --> 

  <sound> /Intro_Audio.mp3</sound> 

  <!-- <mp4>/Intro_video.mp4</mp4> --> 

  <chooser type="plain">   

   <choice tooltip="Formula 1" >FormulaOne</choice>  

   <choice tooltip="Location1" >Location1</choice> 

   <choice tooltip="Location2" >Location2</choice>   

</chooser> 

</track>  

 

<!--  

 <overlay> adds an external image source (e.g. a live camera, video or picture file) to the scene. 

 Can be either 3D or flat. If it's 3D, it must have a public property called "do3d" of type 

 DisplayObject3D, and it will be added to the scene. Otherwise, it's a 2D sprite. 

   

 If attribute 'panel' is specified and a correspoding clickable panel exists, it will be rendered on that 

 panel, i.e. Hotspot texture. 

 In all other cases, it will be rendered as a classical 2D sprite overlay. Allowed attributes: 

name : specifies the overlay name (needed for "calloverlay", see dynamics.dyn) 

For 3D Elements: 

x, y, z : position 

rx, ry, rz : rotation 

sx, sy, sz, scale : scale 
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anchored : "1" means tie to anchor defined tracked objects (defaults to "0") 

For 2D panel WebCamera view /images: 

panel : the name of the clickable panel on which to draw the sprite 

transparent : "1" if panel should be transparent, "0" if not (defaults to "1") 

For image overlays, this is essentially the same as "logo" mode callouts. 

For 2D sprite Webcam /images: 

x : x coordinate of sprite in view (negative values measure from right side) 

y : y coordinate of sprite in view (negative values measure from bottom) 

rotation : rotation of the sprite (in degrees) 

sx, sy, scale : scale factors 

center : center of reference, a combination of 't','m','b' and 'l','m','r' 

e.g., "tl" means top left, "mm" means middle, "br" means bottom right, etc. 

The order of characters is fixed, defaults to "tl". 

href : optional URL 

- a web URL; or 

- a special "track:[trackref][@time]" URI, where trackref is a zero based 

track index or a track title (if omitted, stays on current track), and time 

is the number of seconds to seek to, or the string "now" to seek to the current 

playhead time. 

tooltip : tooltip to display (only valid if href is also given) 

The Overlay system may also be used to create interactive buttons on the Canvas 

--> 

<overlay y="-100" z="200">Camera</overlay> 

<overlay x="16" y="16" center="mm">assets/camera.png</overlay> 

   <!-- 360 CAMERA VIEW → 

<overlay name="SkinMainLeft" tooltip="" x="0" y="0" sx="1.0" sy="1.0" rotation="0.0" 

center="tl" href="http://www.hyper360.eu" parentName="mainPlayer" zIndex="above"> 

  <normal>MyProduction/Skin_mainPlayerText1_Left.png</normal> 

  </overlay>  
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  <overlay name="SkinMainRight" tooltip="Text2" x="570" y="0" sx="1.0" sy="1.0"  

  rotation="0.0" center="tl" href="http://www.hyper360.eu" parentName="mainPlayer" 

   zIndex="above"> 

   <normal>MyProduction/Skin_mainPlayer_Right.png</normal> 

  </overlay>  

  

  <overlay name="SkinMainTop" tooltip="Hyper360" x="70" y="0" sx="0.88" sy="1.0"  

  rotation="0.0" center="tl" href="http://www.hyper360.eu"  

parentName="mainPlayer" zIndex="above"> 

   <normal> MyProduction/Skin_mainPlayer_Top.png</normal> 

  </overlay>    

   

  <!-- CAMERA SELECTOR --> 

  <overlay name="CamPreViewBackground" tooltip="Filmed on location / Hyper360"  

  x="0.0" y="0.0" sx="0.985" sy="1.08" rotation="0.0" center="tl" href =    

 "http://www.hyper360.eu" parentName="preview" zIndex="above"> 

   <normal> MyProduction/CamBackground1.png</normal>   

  </overlay> 

   

  <overlay name="Skin_PreView" tooltip="Click Camera icons to switch 360 Views  

" x="0" y="0" sx="0.87" sy="0.95" rotation="0.0" center="tl" href = ""    

      parentName="preview" zIndex="above"> 

   <normal> MyProduction/Skin_PreView.png</normal> 

  </overlay> 

   

 <overlay name="buttongroup1" x="0" y="0" sx="1" sy="1" rotation="0.0"  

center="mm"  parentName="preview" zIndex="above" buttonType="group"> 

   <button x="75" y="35" sx="0.7" sy="0.7"      

  normal="MyProduction/Camera1_Icon.png" 

   clicked="MyProduction/Camera1_Icon_Clicked.png"     

  href="track:multiCam1" tooltip="Cam1" state="clicked" ></button>  

   <button x="290" y="35" sx="0.7" sy="0.7"     

   normal="MyProduction/Camera2_Icon.png"       
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   clicked="MyProduction/Camera2_Icon_Clicked.png"   

href="track:multiCam2" tooltip="Cam2"></button> 

   <button x="500" y="35" sx="0.7" sy="0.7"       

   normal="MyProduction/Camera3_Icon.png"      

   clicked="MyProduction/Camera3_Icon_Clicked.png"   

href="track:multiCam3" tooltip="Cam3"></button> 

  </overlay> 

   

 

  <!-- PLAY CONTROLS play, rewind, forward, backward, zoomIn, zoomOut, zoomReset,  

 resetView, turnRight, turnLeft, turnUp, turnDown, --> 

  <!-- NORMAL button --> 

  <overlay name="rewind" tooltip="Rewind video" x="80" y="20" sx="1.0" sy="1.0"  

  rotation="0.0" center="tl" parentName="mainPlayer" zIndex="above"    

  href="command:rewind"> 

   <normal>MyProduction/Buttons/Button_rewind.png</normal> 

  </overlay> 

  

  <!-- TOGGLE buttons --> 

  <overlay name="play" tooltip="Play/Pause video" x="105" y="20" sx="1.0" sy="1.0"  

  rotation="0.0" center="tl" zIndex="above" buttonType="toggle"> 

  <button normal="MyProduction/Buttons/Button_pause.png"     

  clicked="MyProduction/Buttons/Button_play.png" href="command:play" ></button> 

  </overlay> 

  <!-- MULTISTATE buttons --> 

  <overlay name="volume" x="132" y="25" sx="1" sy="1" rotation="0.0" center="mm"  

  parentName="mainPlayer" zIndex="above" buttonType="multistate"> 

   <button x="0" y="0" sx="0.56" sy="0.56"      

   normal="MyProduction/Buttons/Button_volumeNormal.png"    

   clicked="MyProduction/Buttons/Button_volumeNormal.png" 

   href="command:volume0" tooltip="Mute"></button>  

   <button x="9" y="0" sx="0.56" sy="0.56"      

  normal="MyProduction/Buttons/Button_volumeNormal.png"     

  clicked="MyProduction/Buttons/Button_volumeClicked.png"  
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href="command:volume1" tooltip="volume 1"state="clicked" ></button> 

  </overlay> 

  

<!-- Any number of <followedBy>-s specify the next track. If omitted, defaults to 'next' for 

all but the last track, and 'stop' for the last track. If only one is given, the player 

automatically jumps to that track. If multiple are given, a chooser is created. Permitted 

values are: 

- loop: replay same track (allowed only in itself) 

- next: play next track (allowed only in itself) 

- stop: stop at the end of track (allowed only in itself) 

- track index, zero based 

- track title 

NOTE: For multiple choices and menus, <chooser> with multiple <choice> entries can be used. 

If there is a single <followedBy>, it may have an optional 'pause' attribute. Its 

value is either the string "user", or a number. In either case, a "Continue" button 

is displayed when the track finishes, and the next track is played when the button is 

clicked. When 'pause' is a number, it is a timeout value in seconds, after which the 

next track is played automatically. 

--> 

<followedBy>Track 1</followedBy> 

<followedBy>Track 2</followedBy> 

</track> 

</program> 

 

Example from RBB Test Production: 
<program> 

 <track controls="1"> <!-- TRACK #1 --> 
  <title>Eichenplatz</title> 
  <flat>0</flat> 
  <icon>TEST_RBB1/Eichenplatz_ico.jpg</icon> 
  <mp4>TEST_RBB1/POC_new_optical_gyro_off.mp4</mp4>  
  <metadata>TEST_RBB1/Eichenplatz_en.xml</metadata> 
  <sound>TEST_RBB1/xxx.mp3</sound> 
  <followedBy>loop</followedBy> 
 </track> 
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<track controls="1"> <!-- TRACK #2 →  <!-- 2 Videos played on the Wall ZIB "Plastic", ZIBB "Quark"   
     Plastik_ZIBB_29.01.18.mp4, Quark_ZIBB_29.01.18.mp4 
    when Clicked on--> 
  <title>ZIBBStudio</title> 
  <flat>0</flat> 
  <icon>TEST_RBB1/ZIBBStudio_ico.jpg</icon> 
  <mp4>TEST_RBB1/zibbStudio_new_optical_gyro_off_Converted.mp4</mp4>  
  <metadata>TEST_RBB1/ZIBBStudio_en.xml</metadata> 
  <sound>TEST_RBB1/xxx.mp3</sound> 
  <followedBy>loop</followedBy> 
 </track>  

  
 <track controls="1"> <!-- TRACK #3 --> 
  <title>Radiohaus</title> 
  <flat>0</flat> 
  <icon>TEST_RBB1/Radiohaus_ico.jpg</icon> 
  <mp4>TEST_RBB1/Radio2_new_optical_gyro_off_Converted.mp4</mp4>  
  <metadata>TEST_RBB1/Radiohaus_en.xml</metadata> 
  <sound>TEST_RBB1/xxx.mp3</sound> 
  <followedBy>loop</followedBy> 
 </track>  
  
 <track controls="1"> <!-- TRACK #4 --> 
  <title>FritzStudio</title> 
  <flat>0</flat> 
  <icon>TEST_RBB1/FritzStudio_ico.jpg</icon> 
  <mp4>TEST_RBB1/FritzStudio_new_optical_gyro_off_Converted.mp4</mp4>  
  <metadata>TEST_RBB1/FritzStudio_en.xml</metadata> 
  <sound>TEST_RBB1/xxx.mp3</sound> 
  <followedBy>loop</followedBy> 
 </track>  
  
 <track controls="1"> <!-- TRACK #5 --> 
  <title>Leoniden</title> 
  <flat>0</flat> 
  <icon>TEST_RBB1/Leoniden_ico.jpg</icon> 
  <mp4>TEST_RBB1/Leoniden_Converted.mp4</mp4>  
  <metadata>TEST_RBB1/Leoniden_en.xml</metadata> 
  <sound>TEST_RBB1/xxx.mp3</sound> 
  <followedBy>loop</followedBy> 
 </track> 
  
 <track controls="1">  <!-- TRACK #6 --> 
  <title>Milliarden</title> 
  <flat>0</flat> 
  <icon>TEST_RBB1/Milliarden_ico.jpg</icon> 
  <mp4>TEST_RBB1/Milliarden_Converted.mp4</mp4>  
  <metadata>TEST_RBB1/Milliarden_en.xml</metadata> 
  <sound>TEST_RBB1/xxx.mp3</sound> 
  <followedBy>loop</followedBy> 
 </track>  
</program> 
 
 

LEVEL2 – HOTSPOTS & PANELS (CLICKABLE CONTENT) 
 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
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<!-- 

This file describes the hotspot content of a single Hyper360 scene within a single 360 video. 

A content structure consists of one or more <clicktracks> entities, that are tracked objects used as 

hotspots within the scene the Viewer may click at They render time-stamped <frame> data capturing 

changes over time and encoding the position and orientation of the tracked element's bounding box or 

corner positions (for generic quads) Multiple frames are defined as keyframes describing a sequence 

over time The Hyper360 player interpolates between two neighbouring frames 

for any intermediate time value. 

--> 

 

<!-- <content> Main entry point of the XML structure describing the content --> 

<content> 

 

<!-- <clicktracks> A set of objects and hot spots tracked within the scene. They can be visible or 

invisible for advanced user interaction and analysis --> 

<clicktracks> 

 

<!-- <track> Multiple tracks describe each hotspot elements within the scene as they ar static or move 

around --> 

<track> 

 

<!-- <frame > Each frame describes the position and orientation of the hotspot over time 

   time="0" option refers to time elapsed in seconds since the beginning of the track 

 --> 

<frame time="0"> 

 <!-- <rotation yaw,pitch,roll or x,y,z defined in local spherical coordinate system. 

 --> 

 <rotation yaw="-7.289999961853" pitch="345.95999145508" roll="0" /> 

 <rotation x="-7.289999961853" y="345.95999145508" roll="0" /> 

 

 <!-- <scale x,y,z defined in local coordinate system with respect to the unit size hotpost panel 

 --> 
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 <scale x="0.21425399184227" y="0.31499999761581" /> 

 

 <!-- <corners x,y 4 point sequence> defines each corner's position for generic quad representations 

  When used, it overwrites initial panel YPW position and scale 

 -->   

 <corners x1="1" y1="-1" x2="1" y2="-1" x3="-1" y3="-1" x4="1" y4="1" /> 

 

 <!-- <label> Text string the hotspot/click track can be referred to for interaction, also used to 

display. 

  It must be Unique within a single scene 

 -->    

 <label>Label_01</label> 

 

 <!-- <active> Determines whether the hotspot is visible in this frame or not 

   0 - inactive 1 active (i.e. visible) 

 -->    

 <active>1</active> 

</frame> 

</track>  

</clicktracks> 

<!-- <callouts> External file describing hotspot appearance, additional information such as 

 tags for adaptation etc. 

-->  

<callouts src="Hyper360_Callouts_en.xml"/> 

 

</content> 

 

 

Example from RBB Test Production: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<content> 

<camtrack/> 
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<clicktracks> 

<track> 

<frame time="0"> 

 <active>1</active> 

 <label>Radio2_360</label> 

 <rotation x="-1.3" y="48.0" roll="0"/> 

 <scale x="0.5" y="0.5"/> 

 <corners x1="-1" y1="-1" x2="1" y2="-1" x3="1" y3="1" x4="-1" y4="1"/> 

</frame> 

</track> 

 

 

<track> 

<frame time="0"> 

 <active>1</active> 

 <label>ZIBBStudio_360</label> 

 <rotation x="-12.0" y="-75.5" roll="0"/> 

 <scale x="1.0" y="1.0"/> 

 <corners x1="-1" y1="-1" x2="1" y2="-1" x3="1" y3="1" x4="-1" y4="1"/> 

</frame> 

</track> 

 

</clicktracks> 

 

<callouts src="Hyper360_RBB_EichenPlatz_Callouts_en.xml"/> 

</content>           
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LEVEL#3 – METADATA (CALLOUTS) 
 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!-- 

This file describes the metadata associated with each hotspot in a Hyper360 scene. 

When hotspots are visible, label information and overlay images are displayed, Callouts appear when a 

hotspot is selected (e.g. clicked) by the Viewer 

--> 

 

<!-- <callouts> Main entry point of the XML structure describing the content --> 

<callouts> 

 

<!-- <callout> A single hotspot description Optional attributes: 

label:  Unique text identifier the hotspot is referred to. It may also be displayed when 

  selection events occur; Labels are also used to generate "Look At" lists for user activity  

  tracking as well as camera control. 

image: image to be displayed on the callout quadrangle; 

duration: Length of time in seconds hotspot additional window should be displayed when clicked 

href:   Hyperlink or control string must be invoked when selection occurs 

NOTE: The href field is used as a standard web URL, BUT also to control the flow of 

 interaction with specially formatted instructions. See Level1_program description for more 

"track:[trackref][@time]", "command:play" "command:rewind" "command:volume0", etc 

--> 

<callout image="Images/Label_01.jpg" label="Label_01" duration="5" 

href="http://www.hyper360.eu/"> 

  

<!-- <plaintext> Main text appearing as title of the label (short description) --> 

<plaintext>Lable01_MainTitle</plaintext> 

    

<!-- <htmltext> Html formatted text for detailed description (long description) as well as storing 

 TAGS for adaptation mechanisms in Hyper360--> 
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<htmltext><![CDATA[Description of what is here <br> <b> Product images.</b> ]]></htmltext> 

</callout> 

</callouts> 

 

Example from RBB Test Production: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<callouts> 

<callout label="Radio2_360" image="Radiohaus_ico.jpg" duration="5" href="http://www.hyper360.eu/"> 

<plaintext>Radiohaus</plaintext> 

<htmltext><![CDATA[Main radio broadcast station of <br> <b> RBB</b> ]]></htmltext> 

</callout> 

<callout label="ZIBBStudio_360" image="ZIBBStudio_ico.jpg" duration="5" href="http://www.hyper360.eu/"> 

<plaintext>ZIBB Studio</plaintext> 

<htmltext><![CDATA[ZIBB Studio room in 360 at <br> <b> RBB</b> ]]></htmltext> 

</callout>   

</callouts> 
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